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happn increases post ¬install engagement
by 18.2% using in-app event optimization

About happn
• Dating App with geolocalisation : finding
the people you’ve crossed paths with
• Over 20 million users
• Headquarters in Paris

Goals:
• Improve retention and engagement of
users
• Attract diverse user base to improve
user experience

Approach:
• Tested new higher value install
optimisation focusing on driving more
in-app events, such as ‘registrations’,
‘likes’ and ‘charms’
• Allocated test budget to run on
Universal App Campaigns v2 on key
markets : USA, India and Australia

Results:
• Increased registered users sending at
least one charm by 18.2%.
• Increased by 81% the part of people over
25 years old in the overall registrations
on Display campaigns, enabling happn to
have a more diversified user base with a
higher purchasing power.

happn is a mobile dating app that allows two people who have crossed
paths to find each other again. Every time a user crosses paths with
someone in real life who also has the app, their profile appears. On every
profile, users can see the number of times they’ve crossed paths, as well
as the place and time of the last encounter. happn is available in more
than 40 cities around the world and has more than 20 million users.
happn is based on a freemium model. In order to convert new users into
paying users, the focus of the acquisition team is to encourage people
to interact as much as possible with each other within the app. After
reaching 20 million users, happn shifted strategy by focusing more on
the user experience and paying extra attention to retention and loyalty
indicators. They were looking for new methods of monitoring in-app
behaviour and new ways to optimise based on the quality rather than
quantity of acquired users.
Based on this strategy, the team switched
from a CPI (cost per install) model to a
CPR (cost per registration) model. They
also started to include monitoring and
optimisation based on in-app events. In
particular, they looked at retention and
engagement of the user, such as those
who use the app frequently and send
likes and charms, have crushes and start
conversations with other users.
With clearer creatives and targets set
on the KPIs that truly matter, happn
improved on several core metrics.
Including in-app events (likes and charms)
in the AdWords dashboard led to better
campaign optimisation which resulted
in an increase of 18.2% of at least
one charm sent by registered users in
between June and August.
The team also started using more engaging videos instead of branding
content on YouTube, which helped the retention rate at seven days after
install increase by 23% on Android campaigns.
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“Universal App Campaigns helped us
acquire users who got more out of our
app. The proportion of these new users
sending at least one charm was 18%
higher than before the roll out. Universal
App Campaigns made it easy to align
our growth strategy with the metrics that
our business cares about most.”
Estelle Schuster, Growth &
Acquisition Specialist, happn

“In display, registrations by women increased by 78%, which contributed
to improved user experience, since gender balance is key to a successful
dating app. In the meantime, the CPR of women over 25 - one of the
most expensive user segments to acquire – decreased by 68%, and the
CPR of men over 25 decreased by 18%, making display campaigns way
more efficient.”
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